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The science case/ motivation
Diffuse emission from our Galaxy

Point sources
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Fig. 15.— Full sky map (top) and blow-up of the inner Galactic region (bottom) showing
sources by source class (see Table 6). All AGN classes are plotted with the same symbol for

simplicity.
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better statistics, improved event and gamma ray background analysis and search criteria

Point sources:

Fermi catalog 
3000 sources!

extragalactic

galactic

Now 
5000 sources!

Analysis challenges: 
• ‘find’ PS in the bright diffuse background 
• associate them to one of the source classes (AGNs, Pulsars…) 
• Discover NEW source classes (Dark Matter?)



Result:6 D. Salvetti et al.

Fermi-LAT catalogues. Recently, Saz Parkinson et al. (2016)
applied a number of machine-learning techniques to classify
3FGL unassociated sources as likely pulsar or AGN, focusing
only on the former, to identify the most promising unasso-
ciated source to target in pulsar search.

We applied our algorithm to 559 3FGL unassociated
sources classified as likely AGN to investigate their source
subclass. These sources can be divided in 271 BLL candi-
dates, 185 FSRQ candidates, leaving only 103 without a
clear classification. We validated our predictions compar-
ing their �-ray spectra with the expected ones. In addition,
we compared our results with the source classes inferred by
recently published optical spectroscopic observations (Lan-
doni et al. 2015; Massaro et al. 2016; Álvarez Crespo et
al. 2016c; Marchesini et al. 2016). This comparison results
in 29 new blazar associations, out of which 5 are obtained
thanks to our new optical observations. For the subset of
27 overlapping sources, our prediction matches in ⇠ 90 per
cent of the objects as expected. Such excellent agreement
confirms the power of our method as a classifier for uniden-
tified sources as well. Our work can help to identify targets
both for blazar searches and for follow-up studies of blazars
at very-high �-ray energies with ground-based imaging air
Cherenkov telescopes (MAGIC, HESS, VERITAS).

Lefaucheur & Pita (2017) have recently published a
paper aimed at researching blazar candidates among the
Fermi-LAT 3FGL catalogue using a combination of boosted
classification trees and multilayer perceptron artificial neu-
ral networks methods. Their work is divided in two steps. In
the first one they applied the combined classifier to separate
3FGL unassociated sources as blazar or pulsar candidates,
while in the second one they use the same approach to deter-
mine the BLL or FSRQ nature of both blazar candidates and
of BCU. In contrast to our approach, they used both spec-
tral and timing �-ray parameters to separate source classes.
Out of 595 blazar candidates among the 3FGL unassociated
sources, Lefaucheur & Pita (2017) study the blazar sub-
class nature for 417 sources that have no caution flag as
described in Acero et al. (2015). Out of these, 371 match
with our blazar candidate sample. Applying their classifier
to this sample they divide them into 192 BLL and 129 FSRQ
candidates. The comparison with our corresponding subset
of 223 BLL candidates shows that our prediction is in agree-
ment with Lefaucheur & Pita (2017) for 174 objects (about
80 per cent) and in disagreement for 28 (about 12 per cent).
We observe that 13 objects in disagreement are character-
ized by a very low prediction value (LBLL < 0.7), thus the
discrepancy between the two approaches decreases signifi-
cantly when defining a more robust classification threshold.
In addition, comparing our subset of 83 FSRQ candidates
we observe that our prediction is in agreement for 62 sources
(about 75 per cent) and in disagreement for 8 (about 9 per
cent). Interestingly, analysing the PowerLaw Index distribu-
tion for the sources that are in disagreement with Lefaucheur
& Pita (2017) we observe that they are located in the region
of overlap between BLL and FSRQ (between 2.1 and 2.9)
making di�cult their classification including even spectral
information. Only future optical spectroscopic observations
will unveil the real nature of these sources. As a result, al-
though Lefaucheur & Pita (2017) applied a very di↵erent
approach from our work, we find a good overall agreement,
indicating that both methods are useful classifiers. We ob-

Figure 3. 3FGLzoo after this work. Orange: source classification
provided by Chiaro et al. (2016) and Saz Parkinson et al. (2016).
Red: our classification of unassociated sources classified as likely
AGN. Here UCS are unassociated sources that are not classified
as PSR or AGN candidates.

Table 3. The new classification of the most numerous �-ray
sources classes combining this study with Chiaro et al. (2016)
and Saz Parkinson et al. (2016) in comparison with the 3FGL
catalogue.

Class 3FGL Post 3FGL

Blazar 1717 (57%) 2276 (75%)
– BLL 660 1273
– FSRQ 484 823
– BCU 573 180

Pulsar 167 (6%) 501 (17%)
Unassociated 1010 (33%) 117 (4%)
Others 139 (4%) 139 (4%)

tained the same result applying our optimised algorithm to
all 417 un-flagged sources classified as blazar candidates by
Lefaucheur & Pita (2017).

Putting together the overall result of this study with
the ones obtained in Chiaro et al. (2016) and Saz Parkinson
et al. (2016) we can characterize the entire �-ray population
proposing a new distribution of 3FGL sources, as shown in
Figure 3, where cells in red represent results obtained in this
work. Table 3 shows the number of �-ray sources per each
class reported in the 3FGL catalogue and after this work.
The number of BLL (or candidates) increased by a factor
of 1.9, while that of FSRQ of 1.7, raising the ratio of BLL
to FSRQ from 1.36 to 1.55. Interestingly, out of 180 blazars
of uncertain type, only 20 (11 per cent) are located at low
Galactic latitude (|b|<10 deg). We expect that a very small
fraction (less than 3 per cent) of non-blazar AGN subclasses
(Seyferts, radio galaxies and other AGN) could contaminate
the sample of blazar of uncertain type. As an important re-
sult, the e↵orts aimed at classifying 3FGL sources decreased
the fraction of uncertain sources (BCU and unassociated
sources) from 52 per cent to 10 per cent, discriminating the
best targets for future follow-up multi-wavelength observa-
tions.

MNRAS 000, 1–7 (2017)

Machine-learning algorithms used for screening and classification of unassociated sources based on γ-
ray data only. 

1— Mirabal+ (2016): to pinpoint potentially novel source classes  
2— Saz Parkinson+ (2016): to classify UnA as likely AGN or PSR (including the likely type of pulsar) 
using timing and spectral information  
3— Salvetti+ (2017, 3FGLZoo): classification UnA likely AGN as likely BLL or FSRQ, using timing 
information 

Previous attempts to use ML with Fermi LAT PSs



Initial ideas for data challenge #fermi-point-sources

V01 Fermi LAT data only 

V02 add multi-wavelength info  

V03 add timing information?

In general:



Initial ideas for data challenge #fermi-point-sources

V01 Fermi LAT data only 

Step1: 
• Start with only two very distinguishable sources classes (pulsars and AGNs), with NO diffuse 

emission  
• Generate training data: Pulsar and AGN sources, generated based on their spectral properties 

and distribution on the sky (isotropic vs Galactic plane). labeled whole sky images 
• Generate test data:  MIXed maps of two source classes sources (unlabeled), use for testing — 

how well is algorithm capable of telling them apart 

Step2: 
1.add the fictive source class 
2.see if fictive sources are clustered separately (unsupervised or semi-supervised) 
3.Move on to all source classes with the unassociated one, remove the fictive source class (this 

would hopefully give an interesting result) 

Step3: 
4.add diffuse emission, and train for source localization/finding -> Christoph?

#fermi_ps_unsupervised



Training data #fermi-point-sources

German&Christopher 

Step1: 
• Monte Carlo generation of PS based on the distribution of the sky positions and spectra (not 

yet implemented) -> xml 
• Use gtmodel etc to simulate Fermi LAT response functions 
• Format: healpix + layer of labels 

Should be available within few weeks (almost there…)

#fermi_ps_unsupervised



How to communicate? #fermi-point-sources

Slack channel(s)! 

We will post: 
• Links where to download the data 
• Some links to ML algorithms and strategies 
• Do not be shy to ask questions on slack — as a group we should collaborate and help each other! 

Plan on having monthly meetings to discuss progress and strategies. 
Ideally the challenge should end up with a publication summarising what was learned. 

#fermi_ps_unsupervised

Thoughts/comments? 
We are flexible, let us know what would be 

the most useful approach in your view! 


